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Background

Smoking-related diseases are an important source of preventable ill health and mortality and significantly contribute to health inequalities. In Scotland, the percentage of smoking attributable deaths between 2000 - 2004 was 15% for the least and 33% for the most deprived population quintile. Hence, reducing smoking prevalence amongst deprived populations could have a disproportionately large effect on population health and an important impact on health inequalities. However, risk is elevated not only by current or past tobacco smoke exposure (both active and passive) but also by other health behavioural risk factors and deprivation.

Untangling the impact of area based deprivation or individual factors, such as education or occupation, and their impact on health, is complex. They impact health outcomes associated with smoking behaviour directly and indirectly in determining, promoting or perpetuating smoking behaviour, the Marmot Review refers to as 'the causes of the causes'. It is possible that, due to the social patterning of smoking behaviour and the multifactorial influences on health outcomes, as smoking rates decline other risk factors will take over in maintaining health inequalities, albeit at a lower absolute risk level. This possibility could be avoided by explicitly targeting smoking interventions based on other health risk factors, as well as deprivation.

This briefing paper reports on a study that used administratively linked health records and health survey data from a general population sample to investigate the separate contributions of health behaviours pertaining to alcohol, physical inactivity and weight to smoking-related disease risk measured by risk of hospital admission for smoking attributable diseases across the socio-economic spectrum measured by area deprivation and smoking status. Additionally the contribution from previous smoking-related disease history is also assessed.

Methods

We use hospitalisation episodes data (Scottish Morbidity Records; SMR) that have been administratively linked to respondents in the Scottish Health Surveys (SHeS), waves 1995, 1998, and 2003. Permission to access the linked datasets was obtained from the Privacy Advisory Committee of the Information Services Division (ISD).

Smoking-related diseases are defined by ICD9 and ICD10 codes. Survey interview, hospital admission, and discharge dates were used to determine if a smoking-related disease event occurred pre or post-survey. Our primary variable of interest is the first smoking-related disease event post-survey to model disease risk. In analysis, a smoking-related disease event pre-survey (SRDpre) controls for smoking related disease history. Smoking status is categorised into never smokers, never smokers exposed to environmental tobacco smoke (ETS), current and ex-smokers. Deprivation is measured by the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD) and categorised into five ordered quintiles. Lifestyle behaviours are self–reported weekly alcohol consumption, physical activity, and Body Mass Index. Other control factors are respondent demographic, household, socio-economic and health characteristics.

Statistical analysis was used to model smoking-related disease risk as a function of the above lifestyle behaviours, deprivation and other control factors. The model outputs were then used to predict, post model estimation, disease risk for each smoking status group by:

- Deprivation quintile with and without a pre-survey smoking-related disease event
- Deprivation quintile and a healthy lifestyle behaviour without a pre-survey smoking-related disease event
- BMI of normal weight, alcohol consumption within recommended limits, and physical activity of moderate or vigorous intensity
- Deprivation quintile and unhealthy behaviours with a pre-survey smoking-related disease event
- BMI corresponding to overweight or obesity, alcohol consumption above the recommended limit, no sports participation or participation at low vigour
Results
The sample consisted of N=20,315 individuals aged 16 and older, of which 24% experienced a smoking-related disease event post-survey. At the time of interview, 16% were never smokers, 23% were never smokers exposed to ETS, 37% were smokers and 24% ex-smokers. Smoking-related diseases not only occurred amongst smokers or ex-smokers but these groups have the highest prevalence. Just over 11% of the sample, but 18% of ex-smokers, had experienced a smoking-related disease event pre-survey.

Predicted disease risk increases for all smoking status groups with increasing deprivation. However, changes across the deprivation distribution are small for never smokers and never smokers exposed to ETS relative to smokers and ex-smokers. Least deprived smokers have a higher predicted risk relative to the most deprived ex-smokers or never smokers. The same pattern holds in the presence of a smoking-related disease event pre-survey which increases disease risk across the deprivation distribution and for all smoking status groups. However, it affects smokers the most, increasing disease risk for least deprived smokers by 16.84 and most deprived smokers by 17.94 percentage points.

Conditioning on healthy and unhealthy behaviours reveals that healthy behaviours generally reduce smoking-related disease risk across the deprivation distribution for all smoking status groups. Interestingly, predicted disease risk for the most deprived with healthy behaviours is lower than for the least deprived without healthy behaviours for all smoking status groups. Predicted disease risk reductions vary by smoking status group with smokers predicted to experience the smallest relative changes in disease risk conditional on a healthy lifestyle across all deprivation groups. This ranges from a drop of 30% for the least to a drop of 28% for the most deprived deprivation quintile while healthy never smokers exposed to ETS are predicted to experience the highest decline in disease risk across all deprivation quintiles ranging from 34% for the least to 32% for the most deprived quintile.

Unhealthy behaviours are found to increase disease risk above that derived from deprivation and a previous smoking-related disease occurrence for all smoking status groups with smokers being most at risk. This suggests that unhealthy behaviours considerably impact disease risk beyond that derived from a previous smoking-related disease event. Given the multi-factorial causes of smoking-related diseases, our results show that predicted risks are uniformly higher with unhealthy lifestyles and a pre-survey smoking-related disease incidence and greatest for smokers. The change in risk for the least deprived smokers is 3.29 percentage points and similar for most deprived smokers.

Discussion
Targeting policy effort purely on reducing smoking prevalence will help in reducing smoking-related disease risk and the socio-economic inequalities in disease risk. However, it will not eliminate these completely. Other contributing risk factors need to be taken into account to reflect the multifaceted influences on and inequalities in disease risk. Results in this study provide some evidence indicating that, as expected, not only smoking behaviour but also pre-existing disease and other health behaviours are major factors in predicting the risk of a smoking-related disease incidence. Whilst area deprivation is confirmed an important determinant of disease risk across smoking status groups, smoking status makes a bigger difference to disease than does the deprivation quintile.

Healthy and unhealthy behaviours impact considerably on the ‘pure’ deprivation risk, especially for smokers and ex-smokers. Thus it appears that the main effect of deprivation is realized through the differential adoption of smoking behaviour. However, predicted disease risk has been shown highest in the most deprived regardless of smoking status. Experiencing a smoking related disease event post-survey elevates the risk of a subsequent event and other health behaviours also play an important role in determining predicted risk. A healthy lifestyle has been found to affect predicted risk more than area deprivation. For unhealthy smokers, the predicted risk reduction from adopting a healthy lifestyle is greater than the gain from quitting smoking. Unhealthy never smokers face similar predicted risks to ‘healthy’ smokers.

Conclusions
Previous findings for inequalities in mortality also hold for morbidity; differences in smoking-related behaviours across deprivation categories are an important driver of inequalities in risk of adverse outcomes, with predicted smoking-related disease risks disproportionately concentrated amongst individuals from most deprived areas and highest for the most deprived smokers. The results suggest that the impact of smoking interventions in reducing risk across the deprivation distribution can be increased by targeting those with pre-existing smoking-related disease events and with other unhealthy lifestyle behaviours. This suggests that interventions which successfully address both smoking and other unhealthy lifestyle behaviours, or promote other healthy lifestyle behaviours, will have the most impact.
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